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Abstract— With the penetration of renewable energy in modern power system, microgrid has become a popular application worldwide. In this paper, parallel-connected bidirectional converters for AC and DC hybrid microgrid application are proposed as an efficient interface. To reach the goal of bidirectional power conversion, both rectifier and inverter modes are analyzed. In order to achieve high performance operation, hierarchical control system is accomplished. The control system is designed in stationary frame, with harmonic compensation in parallel and no coupled terms between axes. In this control system, current/voltage controllers and droop controllers are reached in the first level. Controllers to restore the deviation caused by droop are achieved in the second level. To improve the performance in grid-connected operation, tertiary control can be involved. Theoretical analyses of main power circuit and control diagram are validated by simulation and experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the progress of industry application, problems caused by the gradually decreasing of fossil fuel and environment pollution are shown clearly nowadays. As a result, renewable energy sources are playing more important role in the modern energy system [1, 2]. With the rapid development of renewable energy technology, great attention is paid to ‘Microgrid’ worldwide. Microgrid is a kind of power grid area which is a combination of different kinds of power units which are usually based on renewable energy sources [3-6]. A hybrid microgrid can be made up of distributed renewable source, AC and DC common buses, interface circuit and local load. In the application of microgrid, power electronics converter is usually adopted as an interface circuit to guarantee the reliable and efficient connection of both AC and DC sides [7].

In this paper, bidirectional parallel-connected three-phase converters are employed. The control goal is to achieve a bidirectional ‘bridge’ in AC and DC hybrid microgrid. Also, it can be employed to connect energy storage units, in order to accomplish charging and discharging process. At the present stage, only standalone rectifier and inverter operation modes are analyzed. The transient results of switching between the two modes will be shown in the probable future work.

To achieve high performance operation of bidirectional parallel converter system, hierarchical control in stationary frame is adopted. Hierarchical control structure is composed of different control levels. AC/DC voltage and current control and power sharing between the parallel converters are achieved. At the same time, reduction of deviation caused by droop controllers is also reached.

Concretely, in this paper, hierarchical control strategies are derived for both standalone rectifier and inverter operation modes. Models of the main power circuit in time domain and control diagram in frequency domain are shown respectively. Simulation based on Matlab/Simulink is done and test on a 2x2.2kW prototype is performed to validate the feasibility of the parallel converter system.

II. MODELING AND CONTROL OF PARALLEL CONVERTER SYSTEM

The proposed control diagram of the converter is shown in Fig.1. The same for the second converter, only the control structure for Converter 1 is shown in detail. It can be seen that the control system is achieved in both rectifier and inverter modes. The hierarchical structure can be shown as follow. In the first control level, Proportional-Resonant (PR) controller for AC voltage or current and Proportional-Integrator (PI) controller for DC voltage are employed. Also, droop controllers for DC current sharing and AC active and reactive power sharing are accomplished. In the second level, DC voltage controller in rectifier operation and AC frequency/amplitude controllers in inverter operation are achieved to restore the deviation caused by droop. Finally, when considering the connection to a stiff AC or DC source, tertiary control can be involved. Since the control system is accomplished in stationary frame, it is easy to employ harmonic compensation (HC) in parallel and no cross-coupled terms between axes exist.

A. Rectifier Operation

First, rectifier operation is analyzed as follow. From Fig.1, the state equations of the system in a-b-c frame can be obtained. With the transformation from a-b-c to α-β, the state equations in stationary frame can be reached. For isolated transformer is adopted, zero-sequence path is cut off. So, zero-axis is not considered here. As a result, the main power circuit model of
the parallel rectifier system in α-β frame can be shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen clearly that different from the model in d-q frame, there are no coupled terms between the state variables between different axes within one converter.
With the above model in time domain, design of hierarchical control system in frequency domain can be reached. In the PR AC current controller, to reach a bandwidth of 1050Hz, \( K_p \) is set to 16 and \( K_i \) is set to 3000. At the same time, in the PI DC voltage controller, to reach a bandwidth of 200Hz, \( K_p \) is set to 1.3 and \( K_i \) is set to 6. Root locus diagram of the two controllers are shown in Fig.4 and 5. Here, damping resistor is involved to maintain the stability of the system and only dominant poles are shown. It can be tested that the parallel rectifier system is stable with the above parameters. After designing the AC current and DC voltage loops, droop controller in the first control level should be employed. In parallel rectifier system, droop effect is shown by means of DC current sharing. The virtual resistor \( R_d \) is selected to guarantee a maximum of 3% DC voltage deviation of its normal value. Suppose that in a parallel rectifier system, the load resistor in the DC side is 200\( \Omega \). Then \( R_d \) should be less than 12\( \Omega \).

To restore the deviation of the DC voltage caused by droop, secondary controller is designed. PI controller with low bandwidth communication is required here. The parameters of the controller is selected as \( K_p=0.003 \) and \( K_i=1.3 \).

For standalone operation of the parallel system is analyzed in the paper, tertiary controller designed for grid-connected mode is not involved.

**B. Inverter Operation**

Similar to those in rectifier situation, the state equations in \( \alpha-\beta \) frame can be achieved and the main power circuit model of the parallel inverter system derived from the state equations is shown in Fig.3. For space limitation of the paper, detailed derivation is not shown here. Also, it can be seen clearly that, different from the model in d-q frame, there are no coupled terms between the state variables in different axes within one converter.

As same as that in the rectifier mode, hierarchical control system is designed in frequency domain with the above model in time domain. In the first control level, PR AC current controller is adopted. And also, for the voltage here is in the AC side, PR voltage controller is employed. In the PR current controller, to reach a bandwidth of 1050Hz, \( K_p \) is set to 16 and \( K_i \) is set to 3000. And in the PR voltage controller, to reach a bandwidth of 200Hz and, \( K_p \) is set to 0.35 and \( K_i \) is set to 500. AC current controller is exactly the same as that in rectifier mode, so its root locus diagram is not described repeatedly. Root locus of AC voltage controller is shown in Fig.6. Only dominant poles are shown here. It can be tested that the parallel inverter system is stable with the above parameters. Also in the first control level, droop controller is designed. In inverter mode, droop controller is employed to reach active and reactive power sharing. In order to guarantee a maximum of 3% of frequency and amplitude deviation, the droop coefficient ‘\( m \)’ and ‘\( n \)’ are achieved as 0.00008 and 0.18 respectively. For decoupling of active and reactive power, the output impedance of each inverter should be inductive or resistive. The inductive impedance leads to the relationships of \( P-f \) and \( Q-E \). On the other hand, the resistive impedance leads to the relationships of \( P-E \) and \( Q-f \). Here, inductive virtual impedance of 4mH \( \Omega \) is adopted, to maintain the inductive AC output impedance.

To restore the amplitude and frequency of AC voltage, PI secondary controller with low bandwidth communication is designed. The parameters of the controller for amplitude is selected as \( K_{pe}=0.00012 \) and \( K_{ie}=0.13 \) and the those of the controller for frequency is selected as \( K_{pf}=0.0005 \) and \( K_{if}=0.6 \).

Also, for standalone operation of the parallel system is analyzed in the paper, tertiary controller designed for grid-connected mode is not involved.

**III. SIMULATION VALIDATION**

**A. Rectifier Operation**

To test the performance of parallel converter system, simulation based on Matlab/Simulink is accomplished. The
parameters of the system are shown in Table I. The parameters adopted in both simulation and experiment are the same.

In parallel rectifier operation, the steady state waveforms of DC voltage and AC current are shown in Fig.7 and 8. It can be seen that in steady state, DC voltage is well regulated to the reference value and the AC current is in sinusoidal shape as desired.

The effect of droop control is shown in Fig.9. With droop control, the difference between DC output currents is lowered down from 1.46A to 0.19A.

The effect of secondary control is shown in Fig.10. With secondary control, the deviation of DC voltage is well restored.

It should be notice that, for clear expression, results with and without droop control are shown together in Fig.9.

**B. Inverter Operation**

The steady state waveforms of AC voltage and current are shown in Fig.11 and 12. It can be seen that both AC voltage and current are in sinusoidal shape as desired.

The effect of droop control is shown in Fig.13 and 14. To active power, with droop control, the difference between active power outputs is lowered down from 347W to 12W and the difference between reactive power outputs is reduced from 285Var to 44Var.

The effect of secondary control is shown in Fig.15 and 16. With secondary control, the deviation of frequency and amplitude are well restored.

Also, for clear expression, different results with or without droop control are shown together in Fig.13 and 14.

In order to reach high performance operation of parallel converter system, HC is involved. To show its effect, harmonic analysis of AC current for Converter 1 in both rectifier and inverter modes is accomplished, as shown in Table II.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC Ref. Voltage (V)</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Inductance (mH)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Frequency (kHz)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Ref. Voltage (rms) (V)</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Capacitor (μF)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter Power Rating (kW)</td>
<td>2×2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of droop control is shown in Fig.9. DC current sharing by droop control (Rectifier)

![DC Voltage Restoration of Secondary Control (Rectifier)](image)

![AC Current (A)](image)

![DC Currents (A)](image)
IV. EXPERIMENT VALIDATION

A. Rectifier Operation

A 2×2.2kW prototype is implemented to verify the performance of the parallel converter system [5]. The parameters of the experiment setup are the same as that in simulation. The structure of the system is shown in Fig.17.

In parallel rectifier operation, steady state waveforms of DC voltage and AC current are shown respectively in Fig.18 and 19.

With droop control, the DC current values are shown in Table III. Here, resistance load of 400Ω is adopted in the DC side. At the same time, the influence of DC voltage caused by droop control is shown in Fig.20.

With secondary control, the deviation of DC voltage can be restored, as shown in Fig.21.

B. Inverter Operation

In parallel inverter operation, steady state waveforms of AC voltage and AC current are shown respectively in Fig.22 and 23.

It can be seen that both DC voltage and AC current waveforms meet the requirements.

With droop control, the DC current values are shown in Table III. Here, resistance load of 400Ω is adopted in the DC side. At the same time, the influence of DC voltage caused by droop control is shown in Fig.20.

With secondary control, the deviation of DC voltage can be restored, as shown in Fig.21.
It can be seen that both AC voltage and current waveforms meet the requirement.

With droop control, the active and reactive power in the AC side are shown in Table IV. Here, both inductive and resistive load are tested. At the same time, the influence of AC voltage caused by droop control is shown in Fig.24.

With secondary control, the deviation of AC voltage can be restored, as shown in Fig.25 and 26. Considering the influence in practical system, it will spend longer time to restore the frequency and amplitude. Also, ‘Sampling & Hold’ module is employed to verify the low bandwidth communication.

In order to test the effect of HC, 5th and 7th harmonics and the THD of AC current is monitored. As same as that in simulation, AC current for Converter 1 is selected as an example. Experiment harmonic analysis results for both rectifier and inverter operations are shown in Table V.

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC Load</th>
<th>$P_1/W$</th>
<th>$P_2/W$</th>
<th>$\Delta P/W$</th>
<th>$Q_1/\text{Var}$</th>
<th>$Q_2/\text{Var}$</th>
<th>$\Delta Q/\text{Var}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>230 $\Omega$</td>
<td>337.7</td>
<td>338.1</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>-3.81</td>
<td>9.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115 $\Omega$, 600mH</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
<td>105.34</td>
<td>106.79</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic Analysis Results of AC Current (Experiment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rectifier Operation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th/%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With HC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.17 Experiment system structure

Fig.18 Steady state of DC voltage (Rectifier)

Fig.19 Steady state of AC current (Rectifier)
V. SUMMARY

In this paper, parallel-connected bidirectional three-phase converters are employed as an interface in AC and DC hybrid microgrid. Model of main power circuit in time domain and hierarchical control system in frequency domain are shown. In the first level of the control system, AC voltage and current controllers (PR), DC voltage controller (PI) and droop controller are achieved. In the second level, DC voltage controller (PI), AC frequency and amplitude controllers (PI) are employed to restore the deviation caused by droop. The control system is achieved in stationary-frame, in order to easily involve parallel HC and avoid coupled terms between different axes. Simulation and experiment results validate the reliable operation of the system. To reach the goal of bidirectional operation, all the theoretical analyses, simulation
and experiment results are accomplished in both rectifier and inverter operation modes.
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